Case history
Saving Leonard
School District
time & money
with our
temperature
monitoring kit

“A refrigeration maintenance company
recommended the Cellular Machines
temperature monitor almost two years ago.
For far less than we expected, we monitored all our food storage rooms.
In the first month, we learned that a
compressor was failing – that was
Impressive. Over the past two years,
the Cellular Machines monitors have
prevented at least $50,000 of food
spoilage. When a text message alarm comes
in from the Cellular Machines monitors,
all of us read it.”
- Sherry Cooper, Director
Food Service, Leonard ISD

Customer: Leonard Independent School District
Problem: School districts like the Leonard Independent School District in
Leonard, TX must constantly maintain proper temperatures for food storage. If
a refrigerator or freezer fails and food gets too warm, this will jeopardize student
health. While school is in session, personnel are continuously checking and logging
refrigerator temperatures throughout the day. During weekends, holidays and
other school closures, however, coolers will often go unchecked, or personnel
must be paid to physically visit the facilities and confirm that temperatures on
multiple refrigerators and freezers are stable.
Solution: Our Cellular Machines Temperature Monitoring System helped out the
Leonard Independent School District by providing a wireless monitoring solution
for its schools. For far less than they had expected, the schools in this district were
able to quickly install wireless temperature monitors for all of their food storage
rooms without the help of an IT department. The system now alerts up to five
employees via SMS text when city power fails, or when temperatures rise above
customer-designated parameters, and all data is logged to a private cloud server
for 24-hour/day access. In fact using only a cellular connection, the machine sent
a text alert when a compressor failed within the first month of using the service,
and before food spoiled, someone was able to get to the failing cooler and transfer the food to a functional cooler. Historically, this failure would not have been
discovered until it was too late to salvage the cooler contents. Over the past
two years, Cellular Machines monitors have prevented at least $50,000 of food
spoilage for the district.

Let our Cellular Machines remote monitoring solutions monitor what matters to YOU.
Call 1-855-639-1993, email us at
support@cellularmachines.com or visit
www.anaren.com/cellularmachines
today!

